In this paper, we present for the first time an approach for hardware accelerated displacement mapping. The displaced surface IS generated from a 2D displacement map by remeshmg a coarse tnangle mesh according to the screen proJection of the surface The remeshing algorithm is Implemented in hardware. Filtered access to the displacement map makes our approach competltlve with avallable view dependent multiresolutlon techniques. The advantage of displacement mapping 1s the compact representation. A dlsplacement mapped surface consumes together with all filter levels only a fraction of the storage space needed for a hardware compatible representation of an equivalent tnangle mesh A possible design of the displacement mapping rendering pipeline is proposed. Previously described hardware components are used as often as possible. Our approach can be smoothly mtegrated mto all available graphics application programming mterfaces. Most existing graphics applications can be extended to the new feature with marginal effort.
Introduction
Our approach for displacement mapping extends currently available 3D raster graphics hardware m order to allow for real time applications. The realism of rastered surfaces depends greatly on the detail of the surface and the type of ~llummation. Available graphics hardware 1s based on the rasterization of triangles.
As the number of rendered tnangles 1s limited by several factors, additional detail can be added with the help of texture mapping. Textures are mapped onto triangles via a two dimensional parametnzation with rectangular domain. The coordinate axes in the domain are commonly denoted with 'u. and 21. Each triangle *Em=1 gumhold@um-tuebmgen de tErna thuettneagns urn-taebmgen de %m~sston to make &&al or hard copies of all or part of this work tin ~sonal or classroom use IS granted wlthout fee plovlded that copses ire not made or dlstrlbuted for profit or commercial advantage and that :op~es bear tills notlce and the full cltahon on the first page To copy ,therwse, to republish, to post on servers or to redlstnbutc to hsts. vertex 1s supplied with texture coordinates. The texture coordmates mslde the tnangle are linearly interpolated m world coordmates As the tnangle 1s rastered m screen coordmates the texture coordmates must be perspectively corrected [ 121. To avoid aliasmg the access to texture maps must be filtered. The commonly realized approach 1s MIPmap filtermg [28] , which 1s not optimal as a screen pixel can be mapped through the inverse perspective projection to long and thin footprmts m the texture domain. Therefore, adaptive filtermg techniques have been proposed which sample this footprmt more precisely [5, 11, 271 . In available hardware accelerators illummatlon 1s mostly based on Gouraud shading. Here the llluminatlon is evaluated at the tnangle comers. The resulting color values are just interpolated over the tnangle. Although several architectures for Phong shading have been proposed [2. 5, 1, 6, 19, 31, only some speclahzed raster hardware support it, as the surface normal must be interpolated and renormahzed for each processed pixel.
Although the initial idea dates far back on Blinn [2] , hardware architectures for bump mapping have been proposed only more recently [8, 24, 181 . Bump mapping is a further posslbllrty to add detail to a surface by varying not the diffuse color attnbute as in case of texture mapping but the normal vector which 1s used for illumination. This allows to simulate more realistic illumination of a surface with small bumps, that vary the surface normal. To realize bump mapping the interpolated surface normal vector is changed by adding a deflection vector and probably by renormalizmg the result. The surface normal is interpolated from the normals at the tnangle comers as m the case of Phong shading. The deflection vector is defined by an access to the bump map which is parametnzed in the same way as a texture map. Even the same coordmates rmght be used The difficulty of the bump mapping approach 1s that the deflection vector must be defined in a local coordmate system which needs to be computed during rastenzatlon at least partially. Blmn [2] proposes to compute the deflection vector from a displacement map, which stores for each parameter position the displacement of the surface in &rection of the interpolated normal. For this the derivatives of the displacement map in u and w direction must be approximated. Blmn simplifies the formula for the deflection vector further by assuming that drsplacements are small. The approach of Kugler [ 183 defines the deflection of the current normal by two rotation angles which are stored in the bump map. This approach does not use an approximation and 1s therefore also suitable for large displacements. One general drawback of bump mapping 1s that it only applies to small variations of the surface. The lack of the actual geometrical displacement of the surface produces two kmds of artifacts. Firstly, the silhouette looks still as m the undisplaced case and secondly the geometrical displacement causes occlusions and movement of surface points which can shift intersections of eye rays with the displaced surface significantly. Finally, we want to mention the difficulties m filtenng normal fields as discussed by Foumier [ 101. Most problems of bump mapping can be solved by actually performmg the geometrical displacement of the base surface. Three approaches have been proposed for displacement mapping so far. Cook [4] describes a shader which can vary the pixel posltlon on the screen. This feature can be used for displacement mapping, but no details are given. The problem of moving pixels around is that the surface will get cracks if the displacement varies too much and that the displacement map cannot be sampled appropriately in view direction which is extremely important to represent the silhouette of the rendered surface. The second approach is to resample the displacement in volumetric textures [ 159, 221. The storage space for this approach is increased by one dimension, which restricts the applicability to either repetitive textures or small displacements. A second problem is that illumination can only be handled by either increasing the computational costs or the consumed storage space immensely. Finally, the approach of Patterson [23] is based on raycasting and therefore not compatible with common graphics hardware. Up to now all approaches to displacement mapping assumed that the displacements are rather small and that the displacement map is basically repetitive. This often results in simple examples, which primarily look like a sphere with some bumps on it. In this paper we want to demonstrate the possibilities provided by displacement mapping. Figure 1 shows a displacement map obtained with a cyberware scanner. The displacement is mapped onto a cylinder consisting of thirty two triangles. The advantage of the displacement map representation is the small size of the data set and the regular arrangement of the data, what makes hardware access easy. The geometry of the example surface in figure 1 is represented in 5122 x 2 bytes for the displacement map plus 34 x 12 bytes for the cylinder mesh which is specified in a triangle strip. Altogether this sums up to 512.2 KB which is significantly less than the 3 MB, which are consumed by an equivalent triangle mesh in triangle strip representation, when each coordinate is represented with only two bytes. We present an approach for displacement mapping which remeshes the coarse mesh view dependently with triangles of pixel size. Our remeshing algorithm might produce too many fine triangles as it does only depend on the screen resolution and not on the surface variation, but the triangles are produced directly on the graphics board and can therefore be processed much faster.
This example shows that our displacement mapping hardware can be used for view dependent multiresolution rendering. In this area two basic techniques have been available so far. Discrete multiresolution models as described in [ 13, 17, 21, 29] are most flexible and provide best error control. But even in a storage space efficient representation as described in [26] the connectivity and hierarchy information increases the size of the view dependent multiresolution model to several times the size of the original triangle mesh. The other multiresolution techniques are based on wavelet representations of the surface as described in [20] . Wavelet based surface representations are very compact. We do not know of a view dependent rendering algorithm, what is surely feasible. But it is not clear if such an algorithm is suitable for a hardware implementation.
In displacement mapping the multiresolution representation is stored in filter levels similar to MIPmaps. The screen space error produced with this approach depends on the quality of the filter levels and on the access strategy. We propose simple solutions to both problems in section 4. But we cannot control the screen space error completely. This is at the moment the only drawback we see compared to other multiresolution representations. We will work on this in future and believe that displacement is a beautiful compromise between control of the screen projected error on the one hand and compactness of the representation and simplicity of accessing the surface on the other hand.
In what follows we describe a possible design for a displacement mapping hardware. The design is meant as a proposal for a redesign of existing graphics accelerators.
Displacement Mapping
In this section we give an overview of the displacement mapping hardware and describe a complete rendering pipeline including displacement mapping. But first we define the notion of a displaced surface in a mathematical framework. Figure 2 a) illustrates the basic components of a displaced surface: a base surface p(u, v) which is parametrized over a two dimensional domain, a normal field n(u, w) and a displacement scale field d(u, u), both defined over the same domain as the base surface. Often the normal field is computed from the normalized cross product between the partial derivatives of p in 21 and 2) direction. But this is not mandatory for the definition of the displaced surface p' p'(u, v) gf p(u, v) + d(u, w) . n(u, v).
Principles of Displacement
(1) For application in a rasterization hardware the base surface is discretized and approximated by a triangulation. The coarse triangles which approximate the base surface are called base triangles. Figure 2 b) shows such a base triangle. Each base triangle vertex contains a position Pi, a normal vector Ni, a pair Ti 2 (u;, v;) of texture coordinates and a color vector C; g' (r;, gi, bi, ai). All the vertex data denoted by V; is linearly interpolated to points inside the triangle. The normals are additionally normalized after interpolation or could be interpolated via the angle as described in [19] . Interpolated vertices and vertex data is denoted with small letters in contrast to base triangle vertices which are denoted with capital letters. During the interpolation the vertex positions define the base surface, the vertex normals the normal field and the texture coordinates the inverse of a two dimensional parametrization. With the help of the parametrization the displacement scale field can be realized with a two dimensional array of scale values which are multiplied to the interpolated normal and in this way define the displacement. This array is called displacement map. The values of the displacement map are 16 bit integers. They are scaled to the range between the minimal and maximal displacement in world coordinates, which is both stored with the displacement map.
For a correct illumination of the displaced surface the knowledge of the surface normal n'(u, u) is very important. The normals are computed with one of the available bump mapping approaches. We favorite the approach of Kugler [ 181 as it is not based on an approximation, which is especially important for us as we want to support large displacements.
We do not want to change the user graphics application programming interface (API). Only the functionality for specifying the displacement map is added. Everything else stays the same. Therefore, base triangles arrive at the displacement mapping unit in an arbitrary order and nothing about the adjacent base triangles is known. In order to avoid cracks at common edges of adjacent base triangles the displacement along the edges must be applied consistently. For this two conditions must be fulfilled. Firstly, the computation of the displaced surfaces along the triangle edges may only depend on the vertex data of the two incident vertices and not on the data of the third vertex. This condition may never be neglected. It imposes a severe constraint as it influences the design of the remeshing algorithm and the access to the filter levels. We call this constraint the edge constraint. The second condition is that the common vertices of adjacent triangles must contain the same vertex positions and vertex normals. The second condition must be fulfilled by the programmer and can easily be ensured by the use of vertex arrays.
Displacement
Mapping Hardware
In this section we describe a complete rendering pipeline which is oriented at the commonly used OpenGL rendering pipeline and similar components are used. The new rendering pipeline is shown in figure 3 . The view dependent remeshing and the displacement calculations take place in a special unit, the Displacement Unit. In order to integrated the displacement unit into the OpenGL pipeline, two interface units are inserted before and after the displacement unit. The Controller Unit directs the to be displaced base triangles into the displacement unit. The remaining triangles are directly transferred to the FIFO/Triangle Buffer Unit, which synchronizes triangles from the controller with triangles generated in the displacement unit. The triangle buffer is locked by either the displacement unit or the controller unit and unlocked after the triangles have been transmitted. The buffer also allows to cover latencies in the displacement pipeline.
The displacement unit is organized as a pipeline and consists of five stages. The first stage is the setup for the base triangles, where the vertex data is prepared for the remeshing algorithm. The input to the triangle setup consists of three vertices, each of them containing the vertex position P, the vertex normal N, the texture coordinates T and the color C. For correct illumination computations the positions and normals must be given in the same coordinate system as the light sources and the view point. We call this the wofld coordinate system and choose it with the origin in the view point, the z direction in view direction and the x and y directions parallel to the corresponding viewport coordinates. In the setup stage the vertex positions are transformed to screen space and the base triangle clipping is performed. The vertex data is handed on to the next stage, the remeshing stage, which performs a sweep-line algorithm in order to produce quadrilaterals and triangles of pixel size. The remeshed vertices are computed in world coordinates and denoted with lower case letters in contrast to the upper case notation of the original vertices. These two units implement the remeshing algorithm, which is the core contribution of this paper and is comprehensively described in section 3.
All vertices which are newly produced by the remeshing stage are piped through the last three stages of the displacement unit. lel. The bump mapping unit generates the surface normal n' of the displaced surface in world coordinates. Any additional data needed by a specific bump mapping technique is also interpolated during the remeshing and handed on to the bump mapping unit. The displacement mapping unit computes the displacement scale by a filtered displacement map lookup and generates the new surface point via formula I. Next the illumination unit performs Phong shading. Finally, the vertex contains the illuminated color and the displaced position and is ready for stripping. The stripping unit is a mixture between generalized triangle strips as descibed in [ 141 and the generalized mesh as proposed by Deering [7] . It contains a buffer with four registers each of which can hold one vertex. The vertices are referenced by a two bit index. The stripping unit always produces sequential triangle strips, which can be built with stored vertices and new ones. Therefore, the stripping unit is controlled by the three commands init, setrefi and ref i. The init command starts a new strip. The setref i command loads register i with a new vertex and adds the vertex to the current strip. Finally, the ref i command adds the buffered vertex in register i to the current strip. The commands are sent from the remeshing unit through the signal cr to the stripping unit. Each time a triangle is produced in the current strip, the triangle vertices are placed into the triangle buffer. The stripping unit was introduced to allow the reuse of more displaced and illuminated vertices but could be skipped as well.
View Dependent Remeshing
In this section we describe the main contribution of our paper, a view dependent remeshing technique, which can be implemented in hardware. Base triangles are subdivided according to their extend in screen space. With the filtered access to the displacement maps, a view dependent multiresolution remeshing is achieved.
An appropriate remeshing is especially important for base triangles with normals orthogonal to the viewing direction, as the corresponding displacements contribute most to the silhouette of the displaced surface. Therefore, we extend the viewport in the viewing direction as described in section 3.1. In this way the remeshing can be done not only in x and y directions but also in x and z or in y and z directions. The most important constraint for the remeshing algorithm is the edge constraint (see section 2.1). If the vertices, which are newly generated by the remeshing, on an edge are not the same for both of its adjacent base triangles, t-vertices are generated. As the displacement map normally is not a linear map, cracks will appear at the t-vertices. They will be visible even if their size is smaller than a pixel, because a rounding operation in the rasterizer might produce different results or because the orientation of some triangles around the t-vertex can be flipped inconsistently such that the triangles are back face culled away by mistake. Our remeshing algorithm avoids the t-vertices by subdividing the edges only dependent on the two incident vertices. Figure 4 illustrates this feature of our algorithm. The two base triangles were remeshed with a resolution 45 times coarser than the screen resolution. The lower triangle is remeshed in x and y direction and the upper triangle in x and Z. On their common edge no t-vertices arise.
The organization of the rest of this section is oriented at figure 5, which gives an overview of the remeshing unit containing the base triangle setup and the view dependent remeshing.
The setup unit is fed with three vertices given in world coordinates. Each vertex contains the position, the normal vector, the texture position and the color vector as noted in brackets on the top right side in figure 5. The first stage transforms the three vertices to screen space and to grid space. The latter is used for the remeshing and described in section 3.1. After the transformation the vertices are prepared for perspective correct interpolation. Therefore, section 3.2 describes the vector interpolation and the perspective cor- 
Screen Space vs Grid Space
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the remeshing might be done in z direction. It is very important that the remeshing resolution in z direction decreases according to the perspective projection with increasing distance from the view point. The first idea which comes to mind is to sample the z direction in screen space, which is the vector space resulting from the perspective projection including the division by the homogenous w coordinate. The problem is that for the I direction no appropriate scaling is known as in the case of the x and y coordinates, which is given by the viewport mapping. It is not possible to choose a constant scaling in z direction consistently over the complete z range. Our experiments showed for typical perspective projections that for any constant choice of the z scaling zones arise in the z direction where the pixel size will be stretched or compressed in z direction by a factor of ten and more. This is a serious problem if we imagine a remeshing in z direction of base triangles which also have some slope in x or y direction. Then one step in the z direction can produce jumps of up to ten pixels in the other direction, what conflicts with the idea of the view dependent remeshing. Let us have a look at the problem in world coordinates. Figure 6 shows on the left the two dimensional viewport of width W and height H pixels in world coordinates taken at the near clipping plane. On the right the whole scenario is turned around the y axis by ninety degrees. The viewport is extended into the z direction in a way that the resulting voxels are all similar to cubes, i.e. all edges of one voxel have nearly the same length. A unit voxel grid in screen space is different from this intuitive voxel grid. Although the fraction of the voxel heights over the voxel widths is constant all over the ~,~,rd range, the fraction of the voxel heights or widths over the voxel depths varies significantly depending on the .Z loca- 
The z and y coordinates zsrid and usrid of the voxel grid are the same as the viewport coordinates zscreen and Y~~,.~.~, which are computed by applying the perspective projection followed by the viewport mapping. The vector space defined over the voxel grid coordinates zgrid, &rid and agrid is called the grid space in distinction to the screen space which is formed by xscreen, yScTeen and zscreenr where zscreen is scaled to the range [-1, 11. newly generated vertices would have to be projected back onto of the voxel width over the voxel depth on a logarithmic scale as the base triangle to avoid curved base triangles, which is essential a function of the distance .&&d from the view point. The voxel width was computed according to equation 3 as 2 tan 5 y. Grid space is defined in a way that the voxel depth equals the voxel width not only in grid coordinates but also in world coordinates. Therefore, the corresponding fraction is constant equal to one and its logarithm zero. In screen space zscreen needs not be scaled to [-1, l] but can be scaled to any interval. In figure 7 a) we scaled it such that the fraction of the voxel width over the voxel depth computed in world coordinates equals one at &.,&d = 10. But the fraction is not at all equal to one anywhere else and therefore screen space is not suitable for a remeshing in the z direction. We also showed the fraction of width over depth for a voxel grid with 0.1 . Zworld as voxel depth. On the right side of figure 8 the z world coordinate is scaled to the range [0, l] and then transformed to the grid coordinate with a linearly interpolating lookup into a one dimensional float valued array which realizes equation 4. This array and the parameters for the perspective transformation only need to be initialized once after each change of a camera parameter and or the viewport.
Vertex Interpolation and Perspective Correction
The remeshing in grid space bears a problem. As the transformation from &orld to &reen is not linear nor perspective, a line and therefore also a base triangle in grid space will be bent in world coordinates. This is illustrated by the bold dashed line in figure 6 . The line was drawn in the y/z plane of grid space with slope minus one half, i.e. it moves two grid voxels in z direction for each voxel in the negative y direction. In world coordinates and therefore also in screen coordinates the line is bent.
for fine a scaling for the z coordinate in screen space, which is adapted to the current triangle. Only for triangles which span the complete z range the grid space approach degenerates to the remeshing in screen space. In practice, no barycentric coordinates are needed. The vertex data is interpolated by applying the same vector operations which are performed in grid space in a one to one fashion to the vertex data in screen space.
As all the vertex data will be needed in world coordinates in successive units, the new vertices which are generated in screen space need to be perspectively corrected. The standard perspective correction method can be applied. We interpolate the vertex data in world coordinates divided by the homogenous w coordinate Whom0 of the vertex, which is computed by the vertex transformation stage shown in figure 8 . In addition to the vertex data we have to interpolate the homogenous w coordinate. From the relation between 'Whom0 and the constant focal distance fc, which can be found in standard literature, 'Whomo = we can deduce that the quantity
is proportional to zscreen and can therefore be interpolated in screen space. Thus, after the vertex transformation stage (see figure 5) , the vertex data is multiplied by 6 and C becomes part of the vertex data.
One could imagine also to interpolate the position and normals in screen coordinates in order to avoid the perspective transfonnation of the newly generated vertices before the rasterizing unit (see figure 3) . This is actually possible but the increase of the hardware complexity for the interpolation and the correct computation of the displacement in screen coordinates is higher than the complexity for the perspective transformation unit. Simple pipelining of the units in figure 3 can avoid any computational overhead of the proposed approach.
The vertex data in world coordinates are obtained from the interpolated values by multiplying each component with & = 'Il)homo, which is done in the perspective correction stage in figure 5 at the end of the remeshing unit before a newly generated vertex is sent to the mapping, illumination and stripping units.
Base Triangle Clipping
After the transformation of the base triangle positions to grid and screen space, follows the clipping of the base triangles within screen space. As the displaced surface over the base triangle can be very complex and is not known before the remeshing stage, we propose a conservative clipping mechanism. As in each displacement map the minimum and the maximum displacement in world coordinates are stored, also the absolute value d,,, of the maximum displacement is known in world coordinates. For each base triangle we extend the clipping volume as shown in figure 9 by the length d,,, . 
Better clipping results can be obtained by using for each base triangle an appropriate d,,,. This can either be specified by the user or can be computed from an additional hierarchy over the displacement map, which stores the maximal displacement for each cell.
Sweep-Line Algorithm in Gris Space
As a first simplification of the remeshing algorithm we round the grid positions of the comer vertices to integer values, which are in pixel units. The screen positions are not rounded such that the base triangle will still be interpolated at the comer points. This is very important if the remeshing resolution is coarser than the screen resolution, since in this case the rounding of the screen coordinates would change the comer positions of the triangles by a visible amount. Our method has the side effect that the remeshing directions are slightly distorted from the screen space directions. This is the reason, why the lines in the lower triangle of figure 4 are not exactly parallel to the x and y directions. form eight cubic cells with 27 vertices. The three triangle comers must be placed on the cell-vertices such that on each plane lies at least one comer. This implies that no two vertices lie on the same plane. There are only three direrent cases up to symmetry: 1) one comer-', one face-and one edgevertex; 2) two comer-and the interior vertex and 3) three edgevertices. Next the main directions are assigned to the edges such that no edge spans the complete range of its main direction. There is one possibility for case I), none for case 2) and two possibilities for 3). Finally, for each main direction two inequalities among the six distances of adjacent parallel planes are derived from the definition of main direction. All of the three possible assignments of main directions lead to contradicting inequalities. 0
Sweep & Side Direction
Theorem 1 justifies the following strategy for the sweep-line algorithm. First the longest primary edge is selected and the corresponding main direction will be used as the sweep direction for the sweepline. Coordinates in the sweep direction are denoted with psweep. The other two edges will be referred to as side edges. Secondly, the remeshing plane is chosen from the two coordinate planes containing the sweep direction to maximize the projected area of the base triangle. The second coordinate direction in the remeshing plane is called side direction and coordinates in this direction are denoted with p&de.
Difference Vertices
P .rweeD Figure 12 : The vertex differences computed in the base triangle setup.
For the incremental update of the newly generated vertices one has to compute the difference vertices Dprimary, Dedge,l, D edge,29 D sWeep and Dside (see figure 12) . A difference vertex contains not only the difference in psveep and psi& but also the difference in all components of the vertex data. Dprimary is the 'The notion of corner-, edge-, face-and interior vertex is applied to the convex hull of the eight cells.
difference vector in direction of the primary edge and can be computed by the vertex difference of the incident vertices divided by the difference in their psweep direction. Dedge,i and Dedge,2 contain the difference vertices of the remaining edges and are calculated as D nrimary except that they are divided by the difference in their main directions. I[ 1 (9) For the inversion of the 2x2-matrix, which is formed by the difference vertices Dsweep and Dside, we only need two multiplications, one division, two negations and one subtraction. one side edge has an increasing slope in side direction and the other edge has a decreasing slope. In the other two cases both side edges are either increasing or decreasing. The base triangle is split in all three cases at the side vertex, which is common to both side edges, into two sub-triangles each consisting of one side edge, a part of the main edge and a new interior edge, which is parallel to the side direction. For each sub-triangle a separate sweep-line process is performed and the sweep direction is chosen such that the side coordinate on the side edge is increasing as illustrated in figure 13 by the arrows. The base triangle setup unit (see figure 5 ) transmits for each subtriangle four difference vertices and the four vertices Vstart, Vend, V&se and V&e (see figure 13) . The meaning of these vertices is described in the next section. After the remeshing of the first sub-triangle new vertices Vstart and Vbase are transferred back to the case selection unit which are used in the Increasing and Decreasing case as input for the sub-triangle remeshing of the second sub-triangle. Figure 14 shows a sample sub-triangle together with the vertices and vertex differences used during remeshing. Vsta,.t is not stored and therefore twelve registers are needed on the sub-triangle remeshing unit for the storage of the different vertices and vertex differences. Each register each contains the remeshing coordinates psweep and psi& and the vertex data. The registers are indexed with a four bit index and the remeshing algorithm always works with these indices, such that assignment of vertices and comparison on identity can be simplified significantly. Vertices which are invalid are represented through an index larger than eleven.
The sweep-line moves from Vsta,.t to Vend always addressing two pswe,, positions such that quadrilaterals can be formed. In vstart the current vertex on the primary edge is stored, which is updated if the sweep-line moves on by adding Dsweep. The newly generated vertices are denoted with lower case letters in contrast to the upper case notation of the vertex differences and these vertices which are computed only once per base triangle. At each sweepline position the algorithm produces a quad-strip beginning at the current vStart and the next vstart. The vertices vbl, vbr, vtl and vtr are used to store the comer vertices of the current quadrilateral. The vertices vtl and vt,. are computed from vbl and vbr by adding Dside . In the inner loop of the remeshing algorithm the so called side wnlk the quadrilateral is moved in side direction by setting vbl to vtlr vbr to vtr and by recomputing vtl and vtr. vbl is initialized to vstart and vbr to vsta,.t + Dprimary. As the main direction of the primary edge is equivalent to the sweep direction and as the grid coordinates have been rounded to integer values, the psweep coordinates of both points are integer valued.
On the other hand the psi& coordinates are normally not integer valued. For this the vertex v&se is placed on the nearest grid point to vstart. If the sweep-line moves on, vbaSe is updated by adding Dszueep and probably Dside as needed. Thus the vertices vtl and vtr can also in the first step be computed by adding Dside but this time to vbase and the next v&se. In this way a multiplication of Dside with the fractional part of vStart.pS;& can be avoided.
During the side walk the top vertices finally hit the second edge. This is detected by comparing the top vertices to v&e. As the case
which is nearest to Veage, the top vertex is dragged to the edge vertex in order to avoid t-vertices. If the right top vertex vt~ hits the edge, the side walk terminates. This is detected in the quadrilateral/triangle generation unit which generates for each new quadrilateral or triangle the commands for the stripping unit. Afterwards the bottom vertices are set to the top vertices, such that the current quadrilateral is moved on in side direction.
The stripping unit is adapted to the sub-triangle remeshing algorithm and supports storage and reuse of the four vertices Vstart, Vedge, Vbl and Vbr. The stage which computes vtt must check during the update of veag~ if the next Vedg e lies on the same grid point. In this case the triangle connecting Vbl ~ Vedge~ Vedge + Dedge is generated, vtt is set to the next Verge and Vedge is moved on once more in the edge direction. The third stage generates a quadrilateral or a triangle depending on the validity of the four points Vbt, Vbr, vtt and vt~. It produces commands for the stripping unit. The new vertices vtt and v t , are placed into the register of the stripping unit with the same index. For this the interpolated vertex data is first perspectively corrected as described in section 3.2. After the perspective correction the resulting vertex position, the normal, the texture coordinates and the vertex color are all given in world coordinates projected back to the base triangle. Next the world coordinate data is sent to the mapping and the illumination units. Reused vertices are referred to at the stripping unit. After the triangle or quadrilateral has been generated either the side walk is terminated or the bottom vertices are set to the top vertices and the side walk is continued.
All stages of the sub-triangle remeshing unit need only the following four basic vector operations 1. vector addition 2. vector assignment 3. comparison on identity 4. comparison on same grid point.
The vector addition is the most expensive to build but can be parallelized optimally. It is used any time a vector difference is added to a vector. The vector assignment is done by assigning the indices which is optimally simple and fast. Also the comparison on identity is done through the indices and therefore very cheap. The comparison is needed to check whether the bottom vertices are equal to vstart or Vedge. The comparison on the grid point equality is used to drag the top vertices onto the upper edge. For this .a rounded comparison needs to be performed on the coordinates Psweep and Pside only. The important observation is that the sub-triangle remeshing algorithm uses only additions and comparisons, no multiplications. In average only slightly more than two additions and some comparisons are needed per produced quadrilateral.
Multiresolution Filtering
The access to the displacement map will produce aliasing if the object moves far away from the observer, since then each quadrilateral produced by the remeshing unit spans a large area in the displacement map. To allow easy adaptation of current hardware we oriented our filtering approach at the MIPmap technique. Thus with each displacement map a filter level with half of the original extend and a level with a quarter of the original extend and so on are supplied by the user.
Filter Level Access
The access to the filter levels by the displacement mapping unit will be similar to texture mapping approaches except that the subsamples will not be combined with an averaging filter but by selecting the maximum. We recommend the maximum selection as it conserves mountains on the silhouette of the objects. It will flatten out valleys if they are of pixel width on the screen, but that is ok since on the silhouette mountains are much more important for a natural look of the object. If a displaced surface is viewed from the backside, not a maximum but a minimum filter is used.
In order to allow the displacement mapping unit to determine a footprint around each newly generated vertex, the remeshing algorithm supplies the displacement mapping unit with four additional texture positions. These vertices are computed from the newly gena D erated vertex by adding :t=½Dsweep ± ~ side. For vertices on the edges only two additional texture positions can be computed by adding ::E½Dedge or ±½Dp~iraa,.u. The edge constraint does not allow to use Dsw,~p or Dside for computation of the footprint, because otherwise the displaced surface might get cracks. It is no serious problem that only two additional vertex positions can be generated on the base triangle edges since the projection into the sampling plane cannot stretch and compress a footprint by more than a factor 2 of about x/~. Thus the footprint of the three texture positions along an edge can be stretched to a square, without introducing an uncontrolled error.
Filter Level Generation
The averaging filters which are used for MIPmap generation flatten out the displacement field. Applying an averaging filter to the head of Volker, which is shown in figures 1 and 18, shrinks the complete head and shortens the nose significantly. Neither works a sine-filter which cuts away high frequencies of the displacement map. The problem is similar to the mesh simplification problem. For our purposes it is most important to conserve the silhouette of the object. We believe that the best approach would be to minimize the two-sided Haussdorff distance as proposed in [16] . But so far we did not find an algorithm which is fast enough. Therefore, we minimize the volume between the original and the approximated displacement map, which is some kind of approximation to the twosided Haussdorff distance. Figure 16 shows the problem in a two dimensional projection. We used a variational approach to minimize the volume between the approximation in a certain filter level and the highest resolution of the displacement map. The grid positions of the vertices in the approximation are fixed, only their displacement can be varied. The difference volume is a function of the vertex displacements of the approximating grid. If the displacement of one vertex is varied, the approximation surface is changed only over a small influenced area, as illustrated in figure 16 for the second vertex. Thus we can compute the partial derivative OiV of the difference volume in direction of the displacement of the i th vertex in the following way. First the volume over the influenced area Vi is computed, then the vertex is displaced by an e and again the difference volume over the influenced area V/' is computed. If A is the size of the influenced 2v~ is the tangens of the maximal angle between a base triangle and the sampling plane in screen space. Thus a slight correction of this factor can result from perspective correction according to the difference in Whomo which is small for pixel sized distances. area, the partial derivative can be computed from
OiW is computed for all vertices of the approximation surface before the vertices are displaced at the same time by an amount of -)~OiV. This process is iterated until the difference volume converges to a minimum, which might be only a local minimum.
All filter levels where adjusted with this algorithm by minimizing the difference volume between the computed level and the displacement map in the highest resolution. We used an e of 10 -4 and varied A between 2 ~ and 2 -2 in order to control the convergence. We initialized the filter level at the beginning of the iteration to an averaged resampling of the original displacement map. The difference volume was in most cases reduced to about 70% of the initial value. Results can be found in the next section.
R e s u l t s
To demonstrate the power of the proposed remeshing algorithm we implemented the graphics pipeline from figure 3 in software. We did not implement any of the bump mapping approaches, but calculated the vertex normals of the remeshed meshes from the vertex positions and the connectivity information.
We produced two examples of real world objects. The first example in figure 18 is the head of Volker. He was scanned with a cyberware scanner which produces a texture and a displacement map parametrized in cylindrical coordinates with 5122 texels. The base mesh is a cylinder consisting of 32 triangles as shown in figure 1. The displacement field was corrected to compensate for the difference between the base triangle mesh and a perfect cylinder. Figure 18 shows in a), b) and c) remeshings at three different distances from the view point. In d), e) and If) the different remeshed meshes are illustrated in wireframe mode. Figure 17 shows the same game for our second example, a model of the earth. The wireframe meshes are shown from above in order to visualize the adaptation of the remeshing to the voxel grid size. The remeshed meshes in to b) and c) are too fine for wireframe mode. Therefore the wireframe meshes in e) and If) were remeshes on a voxel grid five times larger than the pixel size. e) and f) illustrate the influence of the perspective on the remeshing. Areas near to the view point are remeshed finer than areas further apart.
The earth is rendered with standard texture mapping and a texture map with 10242 texels for the complete earth. But between the second and the eighteenth degree of longitude and between the forty forth and the fifty sixth degree of latitude we mapped a displacement field with 1916 x 1438 texels and a higher resolution texture map of the Alps with 10242 texels onto eight coarse triangles. The displacement map for the Alps was scaled by a factor of thirty in order to see the Alps on the huge globe. Again we corrected the displacement map by the difference between the triangles and the sphere.
The need of a sophisticated filter technique is illustrated in figure 19 . The filtered and the unfiltered versions in b) and c) were remeshed on voxels with twenty times the pixel size as illustrated around figure 19 c) . Figure 19 shows the Alps remeshed on voxels of pixel size. The red line in figure 19 b) and c) is the silhouette of the original alps. It can be seen that the unfiltered Alps significantly loose in height, which is avoided with the filtering proposed in section 4. Even some accummulations of mountains can be recognized in the filtered version.
Discussion
With this paper we showed that hardware based displacement mapping is practical and that it allows for view dependent multiresolution rendering with a very compact surface representation. We start off a new area of research and want to discuss in this section some problems and directions of future work.
One problem is that the remeshing only depends on the view point and the base surface but not on the displacement. Therefore, details with width less than a pixel but height much larger than a pixel might vanish. This can only be avoid by adapting the remeshing to the slope of the displacement map. In areas of large slope a higher remeshing resolution is needed. This would produce a distribution of vertices which is not as regular as in the current approach and therefore the meshing will become more difficult.
A feature of our remeshing algorithm is that the remeshing resolution can be coarsened to a size larger than a pixel. This reduces the number of fine triangles on cost of the quality of the silhouette. An interesting avenue for future work would be to figure out how the remeshing resolution can be adjusted to the displacement map and the screen projection. Base triangles which are orthogonal to the view direction may be remeshed in a much coarser resolution since they do not contribute to the silhouette. Easier should be the adaptation of the sampling resolution to the slope of the displacement map as this relation is view independent. Areas of the displacement map with large slope must be remeshed in a higher resolution than areas with small slope.
A problem not discussed in this paper is back side culling of base triangles. The only solution seems to be a hierarchical map over the normal vectors which stores normal cones. A base triangle can be culled away if the normal cone applied to the base triangle vertex normals always points away completely from the view point. But there might be better solutions.
Since the remeshing is done in the fixed voxel grid defined as extension of the viewport and the objects move in world coordinates, the remeshing of the object changes with every movement. The change in remeshing is only of pixel size, but large slopes in the displacement map can produce wagging of steep edges on the silhouette. These wagging artifacts during object movement increase with decreasing sampling resolution.
For our examples we adjusted the displacement map to the base surface in order to compensate for the creases in the base mesh. This is not the way a user wants to specify a displacement map, especially not if the displacement map should move over the base surface or if the base mesh is changed. The only solution is to use a smooth base surface as for example bezier patches.
In future work better methods must be developed to generate the filter levels for the displacement map. A further interesting question is how to build nice displacement fields from an arbitrary surface. At the first glance the step from a typical mesh simplification algorithm to the generation of displacement maps seems small. But there are a lot of problems as for example how to parametrize an arbitrary surface, how to cut the parametrization into an atlas containing only rectangular maps and how to avoid cracks along map borders. 
